
  

 
 
 

Reflections of a dull, colourless old fart... 
 

These dissertations usually start with 'There I was... .' but since the 1st part 
of these notes spells out where I was for 40 odd years, I'll skip it! 

 
My flying career started on fixed wing ale and these proved to be very kind 
and gentle with me; the following minor incidents are scarcely worth 

mentioning!! 
 
'Wings' training with the RAAF was 
exacting and the pass rate very 
low, eg my course graduated 3110. 
Immediately prior to our passing 
out parade, the celebrated British 
VV\/VII ace Gp. Capt. 'Tin Legs' 
Baeder RAF visited Pt. Cook and 
I've included a photo taken of him 
with PIN.A. (AC) Zork.  Note my 
beard! 
 
Operational training at RANAS 

saw me flying the Firefly and eventually the Seafury which resulted in my first 
incident. During my initial session of touch and goes, the tail wheel lock broke 
and I ground looped off the runway in a cloud of dust... fortunately unharmed 
and the ale was quickly repaired. 

 
Moving on to jets, I was tasked to carry out dummy RP attacks on a ship off 
Sydney and departed NAS in a Vampire with full drop tanks i.e. At max AUW. 
About 10 mins. after TIO I was recalled due to deteriorating wx. and faced the 
prospect of landing at max AUW in a downpour. The problems of 'aquaplaning' 
were only just becoming extant and I demonstrated the results by blowing a 
tyre, losing a wheel and finishing up in a ditch alongside 08 runway.  No injuries 
and the ale flew again next day. 

 
Even gliders, so quiet and peaceful and relaxing to fly, can have their 
moments. Flying the Navy ES NYMPH in an out-and-return race Gawler- 
Waikerie I found myself over Eudunda inbound and calculated I would need 
8000' for a straight glide home. Lift was good but I found the cloud base was 
at 6000' and the ale was not IF rated. What to do! There was a standby turn 
& ship indicator from a Me 109 which was driven by 3 D cells so I decided to 
give it a go.  Well, to spare you the details and put it simply... I got sucked in 

 



  

and spat out of the cloud in heavy rain over Nuriootpa... luckily spotting a gap 
in the grape vines to land.  I still placed 3rd on the day! 

 
Whilst embarked in Venom, HMS Melbourne cruised up Spencer Gulf and 
landed olc to work with the army at Pt. Augusta. Since the track was close to 
Pirie, I prevailed upon my C.O. to let me beat up my home town en route. 
What fun! Most Pirie people had never seen a jet...Jet alone one flashing 
between the landmark chimney and the drawing office at the BHAS works 
where I had done my apprenticeship. You'd never get away with that sort of 
thing today!: On another occasion I was tasked to fly a Vampire jet NAS-Edin. 
which is about the max. range for this ale. The flt. Went well in ideal conditions 
at 30,000 ft. and in due course I arrived at TOD for Edin. with calculated fuel on 
board and was cleared for descent and landing. All was going well until I 
selected gear down and only got 2 greens indicating 1 wheel had not locked 
down. My fuel at this point allowed for 1 more circuit and the Ed.tower 
deployed the crash vehicles as I contemplated a 2 wheel arrival. My luck held 
good and the 3rd. green light illuminated as I lined up for my landing which 
was OK. The problem was found to be ice had jammed the gear mechanism. 

 
The only other incident re F/W I can recall was during a stream landing of 4 
Venoms I was #2 and on touch down my canopy suddenly flew open and sailed 
back down the runway much to the consternation of the 2alc behind me. I now 
know what it feels like in an open car at 120k sitting on a live ejection seat! 

 
Moving on to rotary wing ale, the RAN was one of the pioneer helicopter 
operators in Oz and this was because a SAR chopper is an indispensable part 
of a carriers kit....more so in the days of straight deck carriers where 
landing/TIO accidents were rather frequent. The ubiquitous chopper soon 
proved to be a very useful tool for moving pax mail stores etc t'wixt ships as 
well as dashing ashore for medivacs and transporting VIPs without the need for 
landing boats. 

 
When the decision to scrap the FAA in '59 was taken, all jet aircrew were 
offered immediate release from service and easily found jobs at Qantas which 
was getting its' 1st 707's. Those remaining were offered helo conversion since 
the plan was to go all ASW with helicopters. Airline flying didn't appeal to me 
but I had always had a yen to fly choppers and soon found myself on a course 
learning the black art of hovering and flying backwards. What I didn't know at 
the time was that my dream run in FW (accident wise) was about to cease. 'Tis 
'cos FW a/c only use max power for TIO and emergencies and cruise about 
relatively unstressed, whereas helos, which theoretically cannot fly and need 
to expend a great deal of power to prove otherwise.  It has been said that they 
don't actually fly at all, but the earth repels them.  Helicopters are also vastly 
complicated devices with gear boxes rotor blades, gimble rings, TIR etc all of 
which are highly stressed and have finite service lives. To put it briefly... they 
are far more likely to break down and in my case I have walked away (or swam) 
from at least 8 helo eng. failures. 

 
The first was during my Sycamore conversion course at NAS NW when I was 
test flying an a/c after an engine change with 3 mechanics on board. We took 
off and started to climb out when the torque limiting clutch failed and the engine 



  

literally exploded at about 75ft. I was able to auto rotate and landed near the 
pig farm at Nowra.  This ale flew again after replacing the engine.  
 
About this time a civilian flying a Proctor arrived at NAS and it appeared he 
was employed to chase WX. balloon radio sondes and having located them 
land at the nearest alt and arrange transport to pick them up. Well, his beacon 
had come down in a swamp near Sussex Inlet and could we please help with 
a chopper? You may recall I spoke of an ex RAAF pilot with an AUSTER in 
Pirie who ran a charter op and gave me my 1st  flying lesson in 
F/W. Yes, it was he, Mr. Alan Mathews, and I had the pleasure of winching 
him down into the swamp to get his radio sonde... and buy him several beers 
in the mess later! 
 
Things weren't always so amusing. I was SAR pilot on Melbourne up in Hervey 
Bay when we did a mail run to a submarine on the surface. The technique is 
to hover over the onning Tower and match his speed and then lower the mail 
bag to the sailor waiting to receive it. He should then detach your bag and 
attach his and away you go. On this occasion the lad in the sub. attached our 
winch cable to the guard rail on the sub. and disappeared below. This is about 
the worst situation a chopper pilot can be in and provision is made to be able 
to cut the cable and get away. As soon as the winch op. informed me that we 
were attached, I pulled the cutter lever but it failed to operate and so the next 
5 minutes were spent formatting on a sub rolling along in a beam swell with 
us as a kite. The sailor eventually reappeared, attached his mail and released 
us. 

 
A more amusing event occurred in Auckland. Chopper pilots like to fly under 
bridges when poss. and of course when visiting the city we promptly did this 
and were bragging about it at the CTP on board that night. 'sbeen done 
sneered the locals...so next day we went and flew under It backwards! 

 
Next bird was the Wessex, a much larger gas turbine powered ASW 
helicopter, which was initially given to mysterious engine stoppage and during 
the time it took to remedy this disconcerting problem I had my share of failures. 

 
Disregarding a couple of times I had engine failures in the hover, one at NAS, 
another in the Malaysian jungle, the 2 which caused a certain tightening of the 
sphincter were: 
 

1. Wellington Bay, NZ. I was #4 and last to launch for a formation flypast 
over the city. Melbourne was in a port tum with the NZ pilot boat full of 
VIPs coming around her stern. I was at about 1000' about to move into 
formation and about ¼ mile astern the ship when the eng went to idle. 
I called 'mayday' and thought I could auto rotate onto the deck but they 
had started spotting all the S2F's for ceremonial harbour entry and I 
was told to take it ashore... with an idling engine! Ditching was the only 
option but I could see a spot near the ships roundown and the  admirals' 
catwalk into which I felt I could put it and save a million dollar ale. I 
made it with the engine quitting about 80 yds from the deck. The deck 
camera shows the blades coning to the stops. Rather than a pat on the 
back for saving the bird I was admonished for not taking it ashore...4 



  

miles with the engine idling when at least 60w70% power was required 
for minimum level flight! 
 

2. Operating in the South China Sea from RFA Tidespring, I was tasked 
to carry out a tracking exercise with HMS Amphion, an A-class 
submarine. Not having communications with the sub, I did a low fly past 
and gave the diving signal to start the exercise. He gave the 'thumbs 
up' and commenced diving and I pulled in power to go to my start pos 
approx 300 yds on his stb. bow. Unfortunately my engine failed back to 
the idle and I ditched close to his stb bow as he dived. I became trapped 
in the cockpit and had great difficulty escaping but eventually surfaced 
and found my crew already in their dinghies and the sub, having 
aborted its dive, was manoeuvring to pick us up. We spent 3 days on 
the boat before being returned to Tidespring. 

 
Other notable Wx flights were.... 
 
1. Flying the Admiral into downtown Tokyo to the Oz Ambassadors 

residence... all that population and housing density and the Wx eng 
problems... an act of faith! 

2. Hong Kong. Anzac Day fly past... myself and NZ pilot flying an ale from 
Victorious at anchor for Anzac services at the HK Cenotaph with Oz 
and NZ flags dangling 'neath the chopper. .... Running in, word from FW 
jets was that they were 1 min late. Please hold for T+1 We had to stop 
and hover at about 100ft and hide behind multi storey building with the 
good old Wx eng. on 103% and a million Chinese looking out the 
windows and milling about like ants below us.  We survived! 

 
Probably the last memorable event of my RAN career was the opening of 
the Sydney Opera House in '73, by H.M. the Queen. The plan was to have 
3 tugs stern to the Opera House wharf and attached by lines with balloons, 
streamers etc. I led a formation of 28 choppers consisting of RAN, RAAF & 
Army helicopters which formed up in Watson's Bay and ran in past G.I. The 
idea was that at the time HMQ cut the ribbon, the tugs would move out in a 
fan and we would flypast and go under the harbour bridge, around Cockatoo 
Island, back under the bridge and go home. The only problem here is that 
choppers format upwards because of the down draft from the rotors i.e. the 
leader is the lowest and tail end Charlie the highest. Well the bridge span is 
187ft above the water and the flight would be around 50-70ft in depth so I 
figured if I went through at 50' the last bird should be 50'+ below the bridge. 
 
We contacted the water police and they promised to keep the middle 1/3 of 
the span clear of boats, but on the day as I passed GI, I saw the yacht 'Gretel' 
proceeding serenely across from Blues Pt and with her lofty mast I had just 
lost my safety factor i.e. I couldn't go down and TEC couldn't go up... .Anyway 
we were all old hands and the lads reacted by tightening the formation up. It 
looked good and can sometimes be seen on Ch. 7 flashbacks. 

 
On leaving the Navy in '83 I went to work for Lloyd Helicopters in Ad. and 
spent another 14 years flying mainly for TV film crews and in the oil industry 
Australia wide. Medivac ops are a big part of drill rig work... it's a very 



  

dangerous job and drilling crew injuries occur day and night. Choppers are 
required to be available in all weathers to bring men in from rigs to airfields 
where they can be moved to hospitals (usually by RFDA). The SAR chopper 
at the Moomba gas field in SA is also on call for all the surrounding cattle 
stations and I recall a call out at 0200 to go to lnnamincka Station where the 
managers' wife at 28 weeks pregnant had started contracting every 25 mins. 
 

The Bell Jet ranger when configured for a stretcher patient has the LH front 
seat removed and the patient is accommodated feet 1st with head in LH rear 
seat such that the paramedic who sits in the RH rear seat can talk to the patient 
and administer drips etc. lnnamincka station is situated amongst low rocky hills 
and approaching and landing in total darkness with only the ale landing light 
tends to focus one's mind a little. 
 
Since the trip was approx 40 mins....uppermost in my mind was the fact that at 
least 1 contraction would occur en-route Moomba and should it produce a 
result I could see no value in transmitting "MMB, we have a problem... !" Suffice 
to say the baby waited until Mum had been on-forwarded to Broken Hill by 
Royal Flying Doctor ale from Moomba. 
 
Ops at Moomba were historically interesting in that the ill fated Burke and Wills 
expedition came to grief along the Cooper River and all Santos VIPs were 
given the helo tour around the Dig Tree and grave sites pertaining to this event.  
There were also many geological and anthropological attractions which 
interested visiting luminaries requiring helo transport... the most entertaining of 
whom was Harry Butler, who, along with D. Smith and his Australian 
Geographic group, spent many days in the Cooper area and also at Coongie 
Lake, a freshwater bird breeding paradise in the desert about 200km Nth of 
Moomba. 
 
Other fun events at Moomba included taking VIPs to the Birdsville races, power 
line inspections and flying crews in to a Della gas well which had exploded sub-
surface and was throwing rocks 300' into the air. I even assisted the Law in 
flying them to a secretive drug plantation at a Cooper creek biIlabong! 
 
From Moomba I moved to the West Coast and worked with the drill rigs 
operating out to 600km from the coast. We did a daily crew change and also 
supplied all their fresh food and SAR duties. The helicopters used were the 
8412 and 8214 seating 11 and 20 passengers respectively. They were 2- 
engined gas turbine ale with full IF capability and during the 'wet' season we 
had to dodge huge thunderstorms and driving rain. If tropical cyclones formed 
we were required to bring all the crews off the rigs into shore accommodation 
(day or night). 
 
I recall a SAR incident in which a fishing boat had called a mayday 250km Nth 
of Troughton Island (our base) and 200km west of Darwin. He had sprung a 
leak in very rough seas with 40km winds and his engine had quit as the water 
flooded in.  We were scrambled by the CASA SAR org. in BNE and headed off 



  

into the storm carrying a large diesel powered pump... our brief, lower them the 
pump and see if it could stop the flooding, if not hoist the crew of 6 onto the 
helo and return to TT1. Well, we found the boat and the crew were all sitting 
on the wheel house roof with the boat tossing about like a cork.  I had to hover 
off his stern until the rain eased with lightening bolts zapping into the water all 
about. It went well, the pumps lowered the water level in the engine room and 
they soon had the boats engine going and were headed for ON. Another 
chopper arrived from ON to escort them in and we sloped off for TI1. It was a 
big news event in the ON paper but no mention was made of the helicopter 
contribution.  A slab of beer would have been nice! 
 
Offshore rig flying is basically boring and when we were exploring the 'zone of 
cooperation' t'wixt Timor and WA our flight times were around 51/2 hours... all 
in a straight line out and back with a deck landing in the middle to keep you 
awake. It was on one of these trips that I became aware of .somethingway 
above me that looked like a big shiny ball bearing.  It seemed to hover and 
then dart off for a bit and having never seen anything like it, I started to think 
of flying saucers and little green men. I called ON and they initially thought I 
was joking but eventually we learned the Americans at Exmouth had released 
a huge experimental silver balloon which was meant to climb to 100,000ft but 
had only made it to around 6000ft and it became a hazard to coastal aviation 
for several hours. 
 
I have little to add to EMU 3's treatise on HFV ops in SVN since he has covered 
it well, but I did learn the meaning of 'relativity'. 
 
Two of my 4 unscheduled landings in SVN were with the choppers on fire and 
I noticed that, in your normal run of the mill every day engine failure from 
around 1000ft....you scarcely have time to warn the crew, make a radio call 
and check the vital signs before you arrive at Terra Firma,  but when the bird 
is on fire and you can feel the heat on the back of your neck, it seems to take 
forever to get down to earth and out of the bird! It's all relative you see 'cos in 
actual fact the flight times would be very similar! 
 
And on a final note... although EMU 3 states Chinook recovery of downed 
choppers could be as quick as 45 minutes, I spent 4 nervous hours in the cong 
boonies awaiting rescue after one of my unscheduled landings. 
 
The foregoing notes may help explain how a once gimlet-eyed, bushy-tailed 
knight of the air became a fat, stumbling, grey-headed and bad tempered old 
goat given to boring all and sundry with tales of dubious veracity which 
invariably start 'there I was.... 
 
QED 
Z 
 


